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     Two point sets are scaid to be inutually separated lf neither con-

 tains a point or Timit point of the other. A set is sald to be con-
 nected if it• cannot be decomposed into two sets which are mutually
 separated.
     i[i'his note consists of tNvo theorems on tlae connected sets :'

     I.L' If .il(f is a closed connected set, and if in Ad there is a largest

 division-set3 A, then M is a simple arc.
     II.` I.et 14 be a closed connected set such that, if .cr is any con-

 nected subset of M, then ]4-.cr consists of two components at most.
 Let the product of all division-sets oÅí zll not vcanish, and let it be

 closed, then Mconsists of two simple closgcl curves which have a

 slmple arc orapoint in common. .
     Theorem I. IÅí M. is a closed connected set, and iÅí in ]4 there
 is a largest5 division-set A, then M is a simple arc.

     Proof.
     Let M-A==B+C, where B is separated from C, theB, B+A,
 as well as C+A, is connected. If B==Bi+B2, where Bi is separated
 frorn B2, then A+Bi, as well as A+B,,, is connected. Then, IV- (A+
 Bz)==B2+C, where BL, is separatecl from C, this contradicts to the
 fact that A is a largest division set. Hence B is connected, In the
 same way, C is also connected.
     Now suppose B contains two points bi and b2, then B-bi=ieo.
 Let B-bi be connected, then, if B-bt is noe separated from A, M-

   i: In this paper we consider exclusively the euclidean space of atiy dimensions.
   2. Concerning this theorem, confer C. Zarankiewicz "Sur les points de division dans
 les ensembles connexes", Fund. rvIath. IX. p, i43. Nevertherless, the author cannot agree
 to this Zarankiewicz's tlieorem.
   3. If A is a connected subset of Af such that nf-A is not connected, then A is called
 adivision-set oÅí Af. "
t 4. XL?g3"hen AI-g is always eonnected, flir is a s{mple closecl curve. J. R. I<Lline "Clesed

 connected sets etc.", Ftmd. fyIath. V. p. 3-io.
   s. Any division set is contained in A.
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  '. {/1 + (B - bi)} : C+ bl, xv liich is a conttadiction ; if B- bi is separated

from A, ,then bi is not separated from A and ],f- (A+bi)=C+(B-bi),
which is a contradiction. Hence B-bi=:Bi+B2, where Bi is sepa-
rated from B2. AsBis connected, bi+Bi, as well as bi+BL,, is con-
nected. As A"B is connected, Ais iiot separated from one of bt+
Bi 'and bz+BL), say from bL+Bi, tben A+bt+Bt is connected, and
n4- (A + bi + Bi) == C+ B2, which is a contradiction . I-Ience B consists

of only one point b, in the same way C cosists of only one point c.

    We say that .nd' is a irreducible' connected set between band c.
Suppose any pointP contained in .ntf-(b+c), then 11,f-c-P is not
connected clearly. I.et f)t-c-f5=D+E, whereD is separated Åírom
E, theR since Af-c is connected, P+D and P+E are also connected.
I.et b be contained in D, then D-b and .Zi are mntually separated,
and since A2r-(b+c) i$ connected, (P-b)+P, as well as P+Zl, is
connectecl. If c is not separated from D, c+(D-b)+P is connected,
and fuf-<c+P+(D-b)}==b+E, this is a contradict{on. IrrIence c is
separatecl from P. If c is separated from E, xll-(p+.D)=c+E, which
is a contradictloii.

    Therefore, IV-P==D+(E+c), whe're D is separated from E--c,
and b E D, c C E+c.

    Now, let P be any connected set contained in ti.4, containlng nei-t
ther b nor c, and let P be any polnt contained in P. jir-P=.Z//-FK"',
where ll is separated from /f, ancl whereb`s- I.-7, c(K. ]I-P=
(If-P)+(ALP), where b( fl-P and' cE KLP, ancl where I'f-P
is separated from lf- l).

    Now, suppose xV to be any connectec! set contained in harJ, con-
tainingband c. If jltf-Nis not equal to zero, then,: !et .P be any,
component of IVf-zV, 11t/-P ls connected. On the other hicnd, as JP
containsneitherbnor c, Af-P is not connected. I-Ience tll=N, that
is 14 is a c]osed irreducible connectecl set between b and c. There-

  '
fore /14 is a simple arc.

                                   . eE. p.
     Theorem II. I"et 11•I be a closecl connected set.such that, if ba
 is any connecteci subset of n4, then tTf---g consists oÅí two components

 at rnost. Let the product of all division sets of .ilfnot vanish, and

                                        e   z. Thet'e is no connected subset of flf which is different frem !lf and conta{ns b tftnd c•

 cf. B. I<naster and C. I<uratowski "StTr les enseml)les connexes" I]und. ]N'Iath. ii. p. 2i4•

   2. cf. "Sut' les ensembles connexes" Fund, ]Iath. ii. p. 2I4,

N
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let it be closed, then Af consists of two simple closecl curves which

have a simple arc or a point in common.
    Proof. Let A be the product of all division sets, aBd let B be its
complement with respect to !lf.

    In the first place we say. that B should not consist of more tlian
three components. If .Z? has more than three components, then A
shoulct not be cofinected clearly. Suppose now a connected subset
C containing A such that kll- C has two components.

    /Yf-C contains points of two components of -B at most, which
may be written Bi and.Bib where it ls possible thcat Bi :B,). I"et us
denote (]f-- C)Bi=Bi' and (IV- C)B,,==B,!. ]Let B3 be a component
of B, where B3=\=Br and B3 -e=B2, then C--.B3 is not connected.
    Conseqtzently C-B3 c-cn be decomposed in the followin.cr form•
C-B3=T+S, where .T is separated from S. NTow, -Bi', as wel! cfts
.BL}', must be sepelrated frotn neither Tnor S'. If b'it were separted

from T or S, say from 7.l, and BY were separated Åíroni T or S, say
Åírem T, then M-.Zl?3=:Bi'+B2'+T•+S=:(B,'+B,'+S)+T, which ls a
contradiction. I'Ience one of BiS ancl B2', sEy Bii, is separated Åírom
nelther Tnor S. If B2' is separated Åíroni Z, then]f-(Bi'+B:s+S)
=:B,'+T. If T.A=o, then, as M- -(B,'+S+B3+B,,')== T, Tcontains
the points of two components of B at most, from this T is sepcxrated
from B3, which is a contraclicton. Ifence T.A=ii=o and so xV-(Bit+
B3-FS) is connected, this is contradiction. ThereÅíore, Bit, as well as

B2t, is separated from neither T nor .Y. Froin this, aÅíter a short con-

sideration, A• Tt\o A.S="E o, and so Tand S are both connected.'
Next, we remove B4 from C, where B4=)FBi, B4=)f=B2, B4=)i=B3, aRd
where B"sacomponent ol B, then C-B4 is not connected, I.Jet
us denote C-Ba==7--St, where Tt is separatecl from S'. B4 is con-
tained in Tor S entirely, say in T, then B3+S is contained in C-
B4. B3+S is connected, B3+S is contained in one of Tt and S', say
in S', entirely. Let us denote S'-(B,+S)=T,, T'==7h. S'+B4 is
connectecl, and B4 is separated from S+33, so Ti=\o. XVe could say
that A.Ti\o A.Sio, and T and S are both connected. In the
sameway,A.7'=2eoA.S'=tc o, and T' aRd S' are both connected. A.
Tt=)r o. Because, if Tt.A=o, then M-(Bi+T2+Bi'+S+B3+BL,') = T,i
contain's the points of two componeRts of B at most, so Ti is sepa-
rated from B3+S, which is a contracliction to the fact that Zri+B3+S
is connected. Now suppose that Ti is separated from B,,', then /lt•2Ct
(To.+B{+Bt'+S+B3)== Ti+B2', whereas Ti contains points of A, this

.
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  is impossible. Tz+Bi+T2=T, which is a cohnected set. Ti and Ta'

  are mutually separated, so Ti+B{ is connected. Ti is not sepat`ated
  Åírom B2', and B4+Ti+B2'+S+Bi' ls connected, so M-(Bt+Ti+
  B2'+S+B/)==7}+B,s, whereas T... contains points of A, which is a
  contradictioii. After call, B sliould consist of thiree components at most.

  Suppose now B=Bi+B2+B3, where B!, B2, B3 are three components
  of B, then A is not connected, so A=:Ai+A2, where At is sepcrirated
  from A2. At least two coiinponents among Bi, B2, B3 are separated from
  neither Ai nor A2, say, Bi and B2 are separatod f. rom neither Ai nor
  A2. Sttppose that B3 !s separated from A2 and not separated from
  Ai, then A2=M-(Bi+Ai+B2+B3) is connected. For M-Bi=:B2+
  Ai +B, + Aii js connected, and M- (Bt + B,i) = (At + B3) +A2, where Ai +

  B3 is separated Åírom Ath and so A!+B3+B2 is connected. Ai cannot
  be connected, so At=Ait+A2t, wbere Ait is separared from A2t. As
  Ai+B3 is connected, Ait+B3, as well as A2'+B3, is connected. Ait
  and A2t cannot be separated from one of Bi and B2. ILet Ait be not
  sep ar at ed i rom Bi , then A2' = M- (A t' + Bi + B2 + B3 + AL.) is connected,

  anct in the same way Ait is conGected. Clearly Ait is separatecl from
  B2, anc{ A2t is separated from Bi. In the next place, suppose that
  Bi, Bui and B3 aye separated frorn neither Ai nor A2. I.et M-("Bi+
  BL)) be connected, then Ai and A2 are .both connected. Let vlf-(Bi+
  B,,) be not connected, then we can write Ai+A2+B3= (B3+A- i')+A2',

  where Ai+A2=ALi+A,1, and where B3+Ai' and A2t are mutually
  separated. In thls cas'e, Bi and B,) are separated from neither Ait nor

  A2', ancl .B3 is sepayated from x<{2t, so Ait+A2'==Ai+A2=:A consists

  of three components.
      If B consists of two components, then, aÅíter a short consideration

  a consists of two components at most.
      Consequently the following five cases can arise :

      !) A is a coRnected set, and B is also a connected set.
      2) A ls a connected set, and B consists of two components.
      3) A consists of two components, and B consists of two compo-

e nerits.
      4) A consists oÅí two components, and B consists of three
          components.
      s) A consists of three components, and B consists of three
          components.
      In the first place let us consider the caseit 2).

      I.et M-A =C+D, where C ancl D are components of B, then
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A+CandA+D are connected. If Ebe any connected set colttained
in A+C, the following five cases may arise:

     i. Eis contained in C.
     ii. E is contained in A.
    iii. E contains C, and yet .Zl.A ls not zero.

    iv. E contains A, and yet E.C is not zero.
     v. E.C, E.A, A-E, and C-E are not zero.
    Let us fust consider the case i), Suppose (A+C)-E= .F+G,
where -?i7is separateq from G, then, as A is connected, A is contained
in one oÅí .2i7 and G entlrely, say in .F, and so G is contalned in C.

TIence G is separated from D. From this, .F+D is separated -from
G. M---E== (A + C+D)-E= (D + -F) + G, whereas lf contains no point
of A, whicl} is a contradicÅíion. I-Ience (A+C)-E is connected.

    ii) If E=A, then (.A+C)-E =C, which is connected. Suppose
A-E is not zero. If .Zl were separated froin D, then, as jti-{(A+
C)-E}=D+E, (A+C)-E is not connected. I-Ience (A+C)-.E =
77+G, where Fis separated from G. As C is connected, C is con-
tained in one of .Fancl G, say in 1r, so G is contained i.n xu{t-E. E+

-l7 and E+ G are both connected. As M- ff = P+ 17" G, D+F and
D+G are both connected. If C==77, then G==A-E ancl U-.E==
(A-ff)+D+C, where C is separated fyom (/1-E)+D; this is a
contradiction. Therefore .t)7- Cis not zero. A-E :(.F- C)+G, where
.F-C is separatecl from G. M- {E+(-27- C)>== C+(G+D), where C
is separated from G+D. Oii the other hancl, G ls contained in /Et,
which is a contradiction. ThLrirefore E should not be separated from
D, ancl (A+C)-E =flf-(0+E), which is connected.
    iii) As E.A is not zero, E is not separated from D, and (A+
C)-ff=M-(E+D), which is connected.
    iv) E contains A, (A+C)-E is coimected clearly.
    v.) As E.A is not zero, E ls not separatecl from D. (A+C)-
E=]4T-(E+D). As A-E is not zero, (A+C)-E is connected.
    ThereÅíore A+C is a closed connected set such that, if E is any
connected subset of A+C, then (A+C)-E is also connected. As
A+C contains more than one point, by Kline's theorem, A+C is a
simple closed curve. IR the same way A+D is a simple 'closed curve.
A is a simp]e arc or one point. In the case 2), A should not be a
simple arc. Therefore .0f coBsists of two simple closed curves which
have one point in cominon. Conversely such Aif satisfies the condition

of theorem II clearly.
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    Now let us consider tlie case 3) and let xltf=:A+.B, /1==Ai+
Bt, B= Ci+Di, where Ai and .Bi are components of A, and Cr altd
Di are components of B. Clearly At is separaled from neither Ci
nor Di; Bi is alsb unseparatecl in the same way. I"et D:. be a set
of llmit points of Di, contained in Ai. If D.) contains two points. cv
and b, then A,-(a+b)=Ziiff-<-Di+a+b+Bi+Ci} is connected, and
Ai-(a+b) is not separated from Ci. So 2)t-{A-(a"b)+C,+Bt+
Di} =a+b, which is impossible. IrmIence D2 consists of only one point
d2, and by the same reason, a set of limit points of Ci contained in
A consists of one point 42. XV'' hen c2 is coincident with d2, Ai is co{n-

ciclent with dJ clearly. "Then c2 is not coincident with d2, Ai is a
irreducible cennectecl set between d2 and c-L}, that is, a s{mple' arc. I.et

c3 be a limit point of Ci containecl' in Bi, and let al3 be a limit point

of DL containecl ln Bt. Bi is a point c3 or a simple arc of which ex-
tremties are c3 tincl d3. Ci+c2+c3 is clearly closed connected set, and
letE be anY connectecl subset oE Ci+c2+c3, w• hich contalns only one
point of c2 and c3, say c2, tlien Ci+c2+c3---E is a connected set, be-
cause 11'/- {E-l- Ai + Di + (Bt - c3)} = : Ci + cfi + c, - E. Ifi E contalns both

c2 and c3, then Ci+c2+c3--Zi is cohnectecl, because y141-.ZT :(Ct+c2+
c3 - E) -i- {Pi + (At- c2) + (Bt - c3)}, an cl yet Ci + c,, + c3 - .Zl is sepcarat ed

from Di + (/1i - c2) + (Bi - c3). Th erefore Ci + c2 + c3 is a cl osed connected

set containing ,a !argest clivision sct Ci, so by theorem I, Ci+c2+c3
is a simple arc, of which extremities are c2 and c3. In the same way,
Dt+d2+d3 is also a s'tmple arc. Hence 1lf should beasimple closecl
curve, whereas the simple closecl curve cloes not satisfy the condition
of theorem II. Therefore the case 3) can not arise.
    Let us now consider the case 4), ancl let ilf==A+B, k==Ai+

Bi, B :Ci+Di+Ei, where Ai and Bi .f"re components of Al and Ci,
Di and Ei are components oi" B. Bt, as well as Ai, is not separated
Åírom Ci, Di and Ei cleariy. Suppose any connected set G contained
in Bt. If G is not separated Åírom one of C!, Dr and .Z-7.i, say from
Ci, then Bi-G==lllfT-(G+Ci+Di+Ei+Ai) is connected. Next, letet
G be separated from Ci, Di and za. In this case, if Bi-G is not
connected, then B!-(17=T+S, where Tis separated from S. Sup-
pose that Tls separated from Ci and yet S is not separcated Åírom
one of Di and za, then M- (S+G+Di+At+E,) = Ci+T; on the other

  I. XVhen Ai=c2 and Biww-ca, we cannot directly say that Ci+c2+cu-E is zero,

ci+c2+XcV:l le:t`1.ig :.Seriot?t eqU[il tO C2 Oi' Bi is iiot equal to cu, it goes wltliout saying that

-
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hand, S+G+Di+Ai+Ei does not entirely contain A, which' is a ••
contradiction. I{ence, if T is separated from Ci, then S is separated

from Di and Ei. As S is separated from Di and Ei, Tis separ'ated
frope Ci, Di, and Ei. Hence Bi==G+S+T is separated from Di ; this
is impossible. T, as well as S, is not separated from Ci, Di and Ei.

M-' (T+G+Ct+Di+za)=S+.Ai, which is lmpossible. I'Ience Bi is
a closed connected set such that, if lf !s any connected subset of Bi,

Bi-E is•also connecteci. IIence Bi is one poi'nt or a simple closed
curve. Suppose that Bi is a simple closed curve. In this case, let
cL, di, ei be a point oÅí a set of limit points of Ci, Di, za respectively,

                                    AAcontained in Bi, then bl- ( Ci + Di + Ei + cLdei) =Ai + (Bi - cdLei), xvhere

 Acidie! is a simple arc containecl in Bi, whlch contains ci, di, ei and of
                              Awhich extremities are cx and ez. cidiei+Ci+Di+za does not entirely
contain A, and yet its complement with respect to tlf consists of two
components ; which is impossible. Tkerefore Bi consists of only one
polnt bi, and, in the sarne way, Ai consists of only one point ai. bi+

ai+ Ci is a closed and irreducible connected set between bi and ai, that
is, bt+at+ Ci is a simple arc. bi+at+Di and bi+ai+Ei are also simple
arcs. Hence Af consists oÅí two slmple closed curves which have a
$imple arc ln comnion. Conversely such /lf s"Mces the condition of
eheorem II.
    Let us now consider the case s) and let A=:Ai+Bi+Ci, B :
Di+Ei+Fi, where Ai, Bf and Cr are components of A, and Di, Ei
and .Fi are components of B. After a short consideration, Di ls not
separated from two of Ai, Bz and Ci, and is separated from the other
one. It is the same for Ei ancl Ft. NVe may suppose thcat Di is not
separated from both Ai and .Bi, and is separated' from Ci, and that
Ei is not separated from both Ar and Ci, and is separated from Bi,
and that .IFri is not sepayated from both Bi and Ci, and is separated
from Ai. A set of limit points of'Di, contained in Ai, consists of only
onepoint di, anda set of limit points of Ei, contained in Ai, consists
of only one point ei. If ali is coinciclent wieh ci, then Ai consists of

only one point di. If ali is not coikcident with ei, then Ai is an irre-

ducible connected set between di and ei. Hence Ai is one point or
asimple arc, as Bi and Ci a!so are. By the same ere.ason as with the
case 3), 21I is a simple closed curve, whereas a siinple closecl curve

cloes not skEEice the condition of tkeorem II. Tlierefore case s) can-
not ariSe.

    Now, let us consider the case i). A set of limit points of B,
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contained in A, consists of on•ly one point. If it consists oÅí two points

c and al, then A is clearly irreducible betxveen c and a, and so is B+

c+al also. Hence Azf is ca simple closed curve, which is iinpossible.
If a set of limit points of B, contained in A, contains three points c,
ni and e, then fll-(B+c+(l)=A-(c+d), which is connected. M-
[B+{A-(c+d)}] :c+ni: this isacontradiction. Henceaset of limit
points of B, contained in A, consists of only one polnt a. fTf-a= B+
(A---a): hence A is coincident with the point a. Suppose a set C,
where C+a is connected, such that M-(C+a) consists of two compo-
nents. If we choose an ftcdequate C, then C inay be supposed conr
nected. Suppose it were impossible. I.et IV-(a+C)=E+.Z7, where
E is separatecl from F, then C= Ci+C•z, where C! is separated Åírom

C2. E+F+ Ci+C2=:Bis connected, so at least one of E and F, say
.E, is separatecl froin neither Ci nor C2...- Suppose that Zl is separated

from C,, and that it is not separated from Cr. If C2um- Ca'+C:a't, where
C2t is separated from C2i!, then C2t ancl C2tt are connected. -2i'is not

sep,krated from one of CV and C2", say ,C2', then M-(CL!+"F+a)=
C.."+(Ci+E). On the other hancl, C2'+F is connectecl, and C2" is
separated from Ci+E'. This is a contradiction. Hence C2 is connect-
ed. In the sameway, Ci is connected. Now as Ci+.2ij' is connected,
Xlf--(Ci+-F+a)=E+C2, which is a contradiction. I-Ience E, as well
as F, is not separated Åírom botli Ci and C2. In this case, if one oÅí

Ci and C2 is not cotinectecl, then tlae other is also not connected. Sup-

pose that Ci= ov+crt, where ov and Citt are two'components of Ci,
and that C2 =C2t+C2tt, where C2t cand C2tt are two components of C2.

One of Cit and C,tt is separated from E ancl not irom .F, and the
other is separatecl from .Z7 and not from E. ILet Ci' be separated from •

.iVr, and let Citt be separated from E. In the same way, let CY be
separated froin .Z7 and let Catt be separated from E. Ci'+ C2' is separated

frdm Czti+C2't and yet Cii+C2t is separated from F, which is inipos-

sible. I{ence Ci and CL, are both connected sets. E, as well as F,
is cleariy not separated from the polnt a. r.et ei be a limit point of
E, contained in Ct, then Ci-ei is a connected set. If ei is a limit,
point oÅí .F, then E+.F+et !s connected, and 11I-(E+-F+ei+a) :(Ci-
ei)-l- C2, which is impossible. If ei is not a limit point of -Z 1, then (C,-

ei) +F+ C2 +E is connected, and 1lf- {( Ci - e) +F+ C2 +E} == a + ei,

which is impossible. Iffence there is no limit points of E containecl
in Ci. In the same way, there is no lhnit points of Ci contained in
E. This contraclicts to the fact that C! is not separated from E.
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         '                                                           '    Therefore we may choose aR adequate connected set C such that
                    'i;tf-(C+a) =E+F, where Eis separated from F. As M-C==E+
a+F, which is connected, it is clear that E+a and .F+a are both
connected. A set of liinit points oÅí C contained in F consists of only

one polnt at most. If it contains two points fi and fi, then .F-fi,
as well as "F-f,, is connected. (17-fi)+C+E is cQnnected, and M-
{(F-fi)+C+E}==fi+a, which is a contradiction. In the same way,
a set 'of liinit points of C contained in E consists of only one point
at most. We put these points in C, then we may consider 1]I-(Ci+
a)==Ei+77i, where Ci is connected, and where Ei is separated from
        -.1]7L and Ci(lfi+Fi)=o. A set of limit points of Ei, contained in Ci,
consists of one point. If it contains two points ei and e2, then (Ez+
ei + e2) +a+ F! is connected. M- { (Ei + ei + eL)) +a+ ]7i} =: Ci - ei - e2, and

this consists of two components at most. Suppose that Ci-gi-e2 =
C2+C3, where C:, is separated from C3, then at !east one of C2+ei+
C3 and C2 + e2 + C;3, say C2 + e2 + C3, is connected. M- (E! + ei + e,, + a) ==

CL}+C3+Fi, and so -Fi is not separated froni one of C2 and C3, say
from C2, then M-(Et+e2+C2+C3+Fi)=:ez+a, which is a contradic-
tion. Hence Ci-ei-e2 rnust be connected. If .Fi is separated from
Ci-ei-e2, then Fi is not separated from one of ei and e2, say gi, so
va- {Fz + Ei + ei +( Ci - ei - e2)} == e2 + a, wh ich is a contradiction. .F, is

not separated from Ci-ei-e2, so M- {Ei +.(Ci-ei-eL,)+ei+Ei} :e2+a,
which is impossible. Therefore a set of limit po2nts of Ei, contalned
in Ci, consists oÅí one point ei. In the same way a set of limit polnts
of .Pli, contained in Ci, consists of one point fi.

    a+.Ei+ei is clearly a closed connected set, and let G be any
connected subset of a+Ei+ei, where G contains at least one of a and
ei, then (a+Ei+ei)-G is connected. Hence a+.l7i+ei is a simple arc,
of which extremities are a ancl ei. In the same way, a+Fi+fi is a
simp]e arc, of which extremities are a and fi. If ei is coincident with
fi, then Ci+a is a simple arc, of which extremities aze a andfi. Hence
M consists of two simple closed curves which have a simple arc in
corramon. This is impossible in case i). Therefore ei is not coinci-

dent with ft. A proper connected subset of CL+a clearly does not
simultaneotzsly contain a, ei and fi. I.et ll be a connected subset ef
Ci+a, which contains two of (x, fi ancl ei simultaneously ancl does not

contain the other one, then a complement of f-T with respect to Ci+

   I. C-i denotes a closure of Ci,



 i.s8 I<en-iti l<oseki
a is connected. Let ff. be a connected subset of Cz+a, which con-
tains ei and does not contain fi and a, then (Ci+a)-If consists of
two components at most. I.et (Ci+a)-.Eir=G+K, where G is sepa-
ratecl from K, cand where aE G and f, E K G= M- (/y'+ TFi+ll+ Et),
so G ls connected. As ciny proper connccted subset of Ci+a cannot
simultaneously contaik ft, a, ei, .Z/sir is connected. I.et f-T be a con-
nected subset of Ci+a, which contains fi ai}d cloes not contain ei and

a, then (Ci-Fa)-l'T consists of txvo components at most. Let ?7f be
a connected subset oÅí Ci+a, which contains a ancl does not cbntain
ei ancl ft, then (C!+a)-.Z':7 consists oÅí two coiinponents at most.. I..et

!l be a connected subset of Ci+a, which does not contain a, ei and
.A, then <Cr+a)-1.IT consists of three components at most.

. ' 1ttierefore Ci+a does not contain ai contii3uzun of condeiisation,
so2 Ci+a is aJorclan continuum. • ]I-lence3 a can be joined with e! by

            AAa simple arc aei contained in Ci+a, where tl}e extremities of aei are

a ancl ci. In the same way a 'ctm be joined with fi by a simple arc

a•fi contained in Ci+a, where the extremities of afi are a and fi. It

                   i-, A AAis clear that Ci+a==aez+ofi• M=aei+of!+(a+ffi+ei)+(a+Fi+fi),
which is hnpossible in case i). Therefore i) cannot arise.

                                                e. E. D.
    rn conclusion the a"athor wishes to express his hearty thanks to
Professor T. rvIatsumoto for his 1<ind advice.
                                ,

  r. A set ,g" is said to be a continuum of condensation ofa set ilf, if .cr is a closed con-

nected subset of t)f contaiiiing more than one peint such that every point of bcr is a limit

point of 21f-.ot Stzppose a connected set jf such that, if Nis any division set of tlf, tlf-2V

consists of three coinpone]its at niost, tlien ill" does not contalii a continiiuni of coiidensation.

XXre can prove this easi]y•

  2. Cf. S. Mazttrkiewicz "Sur les lis,nes de Jo}'dan" 1?und. Iv'Iath. i, p, i76.

  3. Cf. Å}Modre "A theorem concerning continuous curves" Buli. •Amer. Soc., Vol. 23
(rgi7), S. 1(azurkiewicz "Sur les lignes de Jordan ".


